Model DX-CC shown. All models are designed for 50 ohm coax feed using a male PL-259 connector. The Model DELTA-C center insulators have a built-in SO-239 mating female connector as shown. All prices plus shipping/handling.

Model DX Series HF multi-band and single band dipoles and 1/4 wave slopers.

Model DX-A Twin Sloper (160-80-40 meters) —- $100.00 ea.
Model DX-B Parallel Wire Sloper (160-80-40-30 meters) —- $110.00 ea.
Model DX-CC Parallel Dipole (80-40-20-15-10 meters) —- $160.00 ea.
Model DX-DD Single Wire Dipole (80-40 meters) —- $130.00 ea.
Model DX-EE Parallel Dipole (40-20-15-10 meters) —- $140.00 ea.
Model DX-LB Single Wire Dipole (160-80-40 meters) —- $160.00 ea.
Model DX-LB PLUS Parallel Dipole (160-80-40-20-15-10 meters) —- $190.00 ea.
Model DX-SWL/SWL-S SWL Slopers (MW-30 MHz) —- $120.00 ea.
Model DX-ULTRA Parallel SWL dipole (MW-30 MHz) —- $160.00 ea.
Models DX-80, DX-40, DX-20 Single Band Dipoles —- $70.00 ea.
Model DELTA-C Center Insulator Kit for dipoles (includes SEP, 2 end insulators) —- $29.95 ea.
Model SEP Replacement Static Protector Module for DELTA-C Center Insulator —- $15.95 ea.
Model CIN end insulators —- $1.95 ea.

Check WEB www.alphadeltacom.com for lengths, power ratings and installation requirements.

Sales office 606-598-2029; e-mail <jfburns@windstream.net>; FAX 606-598-4413